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SAP HANA on Amazon FSx for NetApp ONTAP -
Backup and recovery with SnapCenter

TR-4926: SAP HANA on Amazon FSx for NetApp ONTAP -
Backup and recovery with SnapCenter

Nils Bauer, NetApp

This technical report provides best practices for SAP HANA data protection on Amazon FSx for NetApp

ONTAP and NetApp SnapCenter. This document covers SnapCenter concepts, configuration

recommendations, and operation workflows, including configuration, backup operations, and restore and

recovery operations.

Companies today require continuous, uninterrupted availability for their SAP applications. They expect

consistent performance levels in the face of ever-increasing volumes of data and the need for routine

maintenance tasks, such as system backups. Performing backups of SAP databases is a critical task and can

have a significant performance impact on the production SAP system.

Backup windows are shrinking while the amount of data to be backed up is increasing. Therefore, it is difficult

to find a time when you can perform backups with minimal effect on business processes. The time needed to

restore and recover SAP systems is a concern because downtime for SAP production and nonproduction

systems must be minimized to reduce cost to the business.

Next: Backup and recovery using Amazon FSx for ONTAP.

Backup and recovery using Amazon FSx for ONTAP

Previous: Overview.

You can use NetApp Snapshot technology to create database backups in minutes. The time needed to create

a Snapshot copy is independent of the size of the database because a Snapshot copy does not move any

physical data blocks on the storage platform. In addition, the use of Snapshot technology has no performance

effect on the live SAP system. Therefore, you can schedule the creation of Snapshot copies without

considering peak dialog or batch activity periods. SAP and NetApp customers typically schedule multiple online

Snapshot backups during the day; for example, every six hours is common. These Snapshot backups are

typically kept for three to five days on the primary storage system before being removed or tiered to cheaper

storage for long term retention.

Snapshot copies also provide key advantages for restore and recovery operations. NetApp SnapRestore

technology enables the restoration of an entire database or, alternatively, just a portion of a database to any

point in time, based on the currently available Snapshot copies. Such restore processes are finished in a few

seconds, independent of the size of the database. Because several online Snapshot backups can be created

during the day, the time needed for the recovery process is significantly reduced relative to a traditional once

per day backup approach. Because you can perform a restore with a Snapshot copy that is at most only a few

hours old (rather than up to 24 hours), fewer transaction logs must be applied during forward recovery.

Therefore, the RTO is reduced to several minutes rather than the several hours required for conventional

streaming backups.

Snapshot copy backups are stored on the same disk system as the active online data. Therefore, NetApp

recommends using Snapshot copy backups as a supplement rather than a replacement for backups to a

secondary location. Most restore and recovery actions are managed by using SnapRestore on the primary
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storage system. Restores from a secondary location are only necessary if the primary storage system

containing the Snapshot copies is damaged. You can also use the secondary location if it is necessary to

restore a backup that is no longer available on the primary location.

A backup to a secondary location is based on Snapshot copies created on the primary storage. Therefore, the

data is read directly from the primary storage system without generating load on the SAP database server. The

primary storage communicates directly with the secondary storage and replicates the backup data to the

destination by using the NetApp SnapVault feature.

SnapVault offers significant advantages when compared to traditional backups. After an initial data transfer, in

which all data has been transferred from the source to the destination, all subsequent backups copy only move

the changed blocks to the secondary storage. Therefore, the load on the primary storage system and the time

needed for a full backup are significantly reduced. Because SnapVault stores only the changed blocks at the

destination, any additional full database backups consume significantly less disk space.

Runtime of Snapshot backup and restore operations

The following figure shows a customer’s HANA Studio using Snapshot backup operations. The image shows

that the HANA database (approximately 4TB in size) is backed up in 1 minute and 20 seconds by using

Snapshot backup technology and more than 4 hours with a file-based backup operation.

The largest part of the overall backup workflow runtime is the time needed to execute the HANA backup save

point operation, and this step is dependent on the load on the HANA database. The storage Snapshot backup

itself always finishes in a couple of seconds.

Recovery time objective comparison

This section provides a recovery time objective (RTO) comparison of file-based and storage-based Snapshot

backups. The RTO is defined by the sum of the time needed to restore, recover, and then start the database.

Time needed to restore database

With a file-based backup, the restore time depends on the size of the database and backup infrastructure,

which defines the restore speed in megabytes per second. For example, if the infrastructure supports a restore

operation at a speed of 250MBps, it takes approximately 4.5 hours to restore a database 4TB in size on the

persistence.
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With storage Snapshot copy backups, the restore time is independent of the size of the database and is always

in the range of a couple of seconds.

Time needed to start database

The database start time depends on the size of the database and the time needed to load the data into

memory. In the following examples, it is assumed that the data can be loaded with 1000MBps. Loading 4TB

into memory takes around 1hour and 10 minutes. The start time is the same for a file-based and Snapshot

based restore and recovery operations.

Time needed to recover database

The recovery time depends on the number of logs that must be applied after the restore. This number is

determined by the frequency at which data backups are taken.

With file-based data backups, the backup schedule is typically once per day. A higher backup frequency is

normally not possible, because the backup degrades production performance. Therefore, in the worst case, all

the logs that were written during the day must be applied during forward recovery.

Snapshot backups are typically scheduled with a higher frequency because they do not influence the

performance of the SAP HANA database. For example, if Snapshot backups are scheduled every six hours,

the recovery time would be, in the worst case, one-fourth of the recovery time for a file-based backup (6 hours /

24 hours = .25).

The following figure shows a comparison of restore and recovery operations with a daily file-based backup and

Snapshot backups with different schedules.

The first two bars show that even with a single Snapshot backup per day, the restore and recovery is reduced

to 43% due to the speed of the restore operation from a Snapshot backup. If multiple Snapshot backups per

day are created, the runtime can be reduced further because less logs need to be applied during forward

recovery.

The following figure also shows that four to six Snapshot backups per day makes the most sense, because a

higher frequency does not have a big influence on the overall runtime anymore.
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Use cases and values of accelerated backup and cloning operations

Executing backups is a critical part of any data protection strategy. Backups are scheduled on a regular basis

to ensure that you can recover from system failures. This is the most obvious use case, but there are also

other SAP lifecycle management tasks, where accelerating backup and recovery operations is crucial.

SAP HANA system upgrade is an example of where an on-demand backup before the upgrade and a possible

restore operation if the upgrade fails has a significant impact on the overall planned downtime. With the

example of a 4TB database, you can reduce the planned downtime by 8 hours by using the Snapshot-based

backup and restore operations.

Another use case example would be a typical test cycle, where testing must be done over multiple iterations

with different data sets or parameters. When leveraging the fast backup and restore operations, you can easily

create save points within your test cycle and reset the system to any of these previous save points if a test fails

or needs to be repeated. This enables testing to finish earlier or enables more testing at the same time and

improves test results.
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When Snapshot backups have been implemented, they can be used to address multiple other use cases,

which require copies of a HANA database. With FSx for ONTAP, you can create a new volume based on the

content of any available Snapshot backup. The runtime of this operation is a few seconds, independent of the

size of the volume.

The most popular use case is the SAP System Refresh, where data from the production system needs to be

copied to the test or QA system. By leveraging the FSx for ONTAP cloning feature, you can provision the

volume for the test system from any Snapshot copy of the production system in a matter of seconds. The new

volume then must be attached to the test system and the HANA database recovered.

The second use case is the creation of a repair system, which is used to address a logical corruption in the

production system. In this case, an older Snapshot backup of the production system is used to start a repair

system, which is an identical clone of the production system with the data before the corruption occurred. The

repair system is then used to analyze the problem and export the required data before it was corrupted.

The last use case is the ability to run a disaster recover failover test without stopping the replication and

therefore without influencing RTO and recovery point objective (RPO) of the disaster recovery setup. When

FSx for ONTAP NetApp SnapMirror replication is used to replicate the data to the disaster recovery site, the

production Snapshot backups are available at the disaster recovery site as well and can then be used to create

a new volume for disaster recover testing.
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Next: SnapCenter architecture.

SnapCenter architecture

Previous: Backup and recovery using Amazon FSx for ONTAP.

SnapCenter overview

SnapCenter is a unified, scalable platform for application-consistent data protection. SnapCenter provides

centralized control and oversight, while delegating the ability for users to manage application-specific backup,

restore, and clone jobs. With SnapCenter, database and storage administrators learn a single tool to manage

backup, restore, and cloning operations for a variety of applications and databases. SnapCenter manages data

across endpoints in the data fabric powered by NetApp. You can use SnapCenter to replicate data between on-

premises environments; between on-premises environments and the cloud; and between private, hybrid, or

public clouds.

SnapCenter components

SnapCenter includes the SnapCenter Server, the SnapCenter Plug-In Package for Windows, and the

SnapCenter Plug-In Package for Linux. Each package contains plug-ins to SnapCenter for various applications

and infrastructure components.
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SnapCenter SAP HANA backup solution

The SnapCenter backup solution for SAP HANA covers the following areas:

• Backup operations, scheduling, and retention management

◦ SAP HANA data backup with storage-based Snapshot copies

◦ Non-data volume backup with storage-based Snapshot copies (for example, /hana/shared)

◦ Database block integrity checks using a file-based backup

◦ Replication to an off-site backup or disaster recovery location

• Housekeeping of the SAP HANA backup catalog

◦ For HANA data backups (Snapshot and file-based)

◦ For HANA log backups

• Restore and recovery operations

◦ Automated restore and recovery

◦ Single tenant restore operations for SAP HANA (MDC) systems

Database data file backups are executed by SnapCenter in combination with the plug-in for SAP HANA. The

plug-in triggers the SAP HANA database backup save point so that the Snapshot copies, which are created on

the primary storage system, are based on a consistent image of the SAP HANA database.

SnapCenter enables the replication of consistent database images to an off-site backup or disaster recovery

location by using SnapVault or the SnapMirror feature. Typically, different retention policies are defined for

backups at primary and at the off-site backup storage. SnapCenter handles the retention at primary storage,

and ONTAP handles the retention at the off-site backup storage.

To allow a complete backup of all SAP HANA-related resources, SnapCenter also enables you to back up all

non-data volumes by using the SAP HANA plug-in with storage-based Snapshot copies. You can schedule

non-data volumes independently from the database data backup to enable individual retention and protection

policies.

SAP recommends combining storage-based Snapshot backups with a weekly file-based backup to execute a
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block integrity check. You can execute the block integrity check from within SnapCenter. Based on your

configured retention policies, SnapCenter manages the housekeeping of data file backups at the primary

storage, log file backups, and the SAP HANA backup catalog.

SnapCenter handles the retention at primary storage, while FSx for ONTAP manages secondary backup

retention.

The following figure shows an overview of the SnapCenter backup and retention management operations.

When executing a storage-based Snapshot backup of the SAP HANA database, SnapCenter performs the

following tasks:

1. Creates an SAP HANA backup save point to create a consistent image on the persistence layer.

2. Creates a storage-based Snapshot copy of the data volume.

3. Registers the storage- based Snapshot back up in the SAP HANA backup catalog.

4. Releases the SAP HANA backup save point.

5. Executes a SnapVault or SnapMirror update for the data volume, if configured.

6. Deletes storage Snapshot copies at the primary storage based on the defined retention policies.

7. Deletes SAP HANA backup catalog entries if the backups do not exist anymore at the primary or off-site

backup storage.

8. Whenever a backup has been deleted based on the retention policy or manually, SnapCenter also deletes

all log backups that are older than the oldest data backup. Log backups are deleted on the file system and

in the SAP HANA backup catalog.

Scope of this document

This document describes the most common SnapCenter configuration option for an SAP HANA MDC single

host system with a single tenant on FSx for ONTAP. Other configuration options are possible and, in some
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cases, required for specific SAP HANA systems, for example, for a multiple host system. For a detailed

description about other configuration options, see SnapCenter concepts and best practices (netapp.com).

In this document, we use the Amazon Web Services (AWS) console and the FSx for ONTAP CLI to execute

the required configuration steps on the storage layer. You can also use NetApp Cloud Manager to manage FSx

for ONTAP, but this is out of scope for this document. For information about using NetApp Cloud Manager for

FSx for ONTAP, see Learn about Amazon FSx for ONTAP (netapp.com).

Data protection strategy

The following figure shows a typical backup architecture for SAP HANA on FSx for ONTAP. The HANA system

is located in the AWS availability zone 1 and is using an FSx for ONTAP file system within the same availability

zone. Snapshot backup operations are executed for the data and the shared volume of the HANA database. In

addition to the local Snapshot backups, which are kept for 3-5 days, backups are also replicated to an offsite

storage for longer term retention. The offsite backup storage is a second FSx for ONTAP file system located in

a different AWS availability zone. Backups of the HANA data and shared volume are replicated with SnapVault

to the second FSx for ONTAP file system and are kept for 2-3 weeks.

Before configuring SnapCenter, the data protection strategy must be defined based on the RTO and RPO

requirements of the various SAP systems.

A common approach is to define system types such as production, development, test, or sandbox systems. All

SAP systems of the same system type typically have the same data protection parameters.

The following parameters must be defined:

• How often should a Snapshot backup be executed?

• How long should Snapshot copy backups be kept on the primary storage system?

• How often should a block integrity check be executed?

• Should the primary backups be replicated to an off-site backup site?

• How long should the backups be kept at the off-site backup storage?

The following table shows an example of data protection parameters for the system types: production,

development, and test. For the production system, a high backup frequency has been defined, and the
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backups are replicated to an off-site backup site once per day. The test systems have lower requirements and

no replication of the backups.

Parameters Production systems Development systems Test systems

Backup frequency Every 6 hours Every 6 hours Every 6 hours

Primary retention 3 days 3 days 3 days

Block integrity check Once per week Once per week No

Replication to off-site

backup site

Once per day Once per day No

Off-site backup retention 2 weeks 2 weeks Not applicable

The following table shows the policies that must be configured for the data protection parameters.

Parameters Policy LocalSnap Policy

LocalSnapAndSnapVaul

t

Policy

BlockIntegrityCheck

Backup type Snapshot based Snapshot based File based

Schedule frequency Hourly Daily Weekly

Primary retention Count = 12 Count = 3 Count = 1

SnapVault replication No Yes Not applicable

The policy LocalSnapshot is used for the production, development, and test systems to cover the local

Snapshot backups with a retention of two days.

In the resource protection configuration, the schedule is defined differently for the system types:

• Production: Schedule every 4 hours.

• Development: Schedule every 4 hours.

• Test: Schedule every 4 hours.

The policy LocalSnapAndSnapVault is used for the production and development systems to cover the daily

replication to the off-site backup storage.

In the resource protection configuration, the schedule is defined for production and development:

• Production: Schedule every day.

• Development: Schedule every day.The policy BlockIntegrityCheck is used for the production and

development systems to cover the weekly block integrity check by using a file-based backup.

In the resource protection configuration, the schedule is defined for production and development:

• Production: Schedule every week.

• Development: Schedule every week.

For each individual SAP HANA database that uses the off-site backup policy, you must configure a protection

relationship on the storage layer. The protection relationship defines which volumes are replicated and the

retention of backups at the off-site backup storage.
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With the following example, for each production and development system, a retention of two weeks is defined

at the off-site backup storage.

In this example, protection policies and retention for SAP HANA database resources and non- data volume

resources are not different.

Example lab setup

The following lab setup was used as an example configuration for the rest of this document.

HANA system PFX:

• Single host MDC system with a single tenant

• HANA 2.0 SPS 6 revision 60

• SLES for SAP 15SP3

SnapCenter:

• Version 4.6

• HANA and Linux plug-in deployed on a HANA database host

FSx for ONTAP file systems:

• Two FSx for ONTAP file systems with a single storage virtual machine (SVM)

• Each FSx for ONTAP system in a different AWS availability zone

• HANA data volume replicated to the second FSx for ONTAP file system

Next: SnapCenter configuration.

SnapCenter configuration

Previous: SnapCenter architecture.
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Overview configuration steps

You must perform the following steps for base SnapCenter configuration and the protection of the HANA

resource. Each step is described in detail in the following chapters.

1. Configure SAP HANA backup user and hdbuserstore key. Used to access the HANA database with the

hdbsql client.

2. Configure storage in SnapCenter. Credentials to access the FSx for ONTAP SVMs from SnapCenter

3. Configure credentials for plug-in deployment. Used to automatically deploy and install the required

SnapCenter plug-ins on the HANA database host.

4. Add HANA host to SnapCenter. Deploys and installs the required SnapCenter plug-ins.

5. Configure policies. Defines the backup operation type (Snapshot, file), retentions, as well asoptional

Snapshot backup replication.

6. Configure HANA resource protection. Provide hdbuserstore key and attach policies and schedules to the

HANA resource.

SAP HANA backup user and hdbuserstore configuration

NetApp recommends configuring a dedicated database user in the HANA database to run the backup

operations with SnapCenter. In the second step, an SAP HANA user store key is configured for this backup

user, and this user store key is used in the configuration of the SnapCenter SAP HANA plug-in.

The following figure shows the SAP HANA Studio through which you can create the backup user

The required privileges are changed with the HANA 2.0 SPS5 release: backup admin, catalog read, database

backup admin, and database recovery operator. For earlier releases, backup admin and catalog read are

sufficient.

For an SAP HANA MDC system, you must create the user in the system database because all backup

commands for the system and the tenant databases are executed by using the system database.
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The following command is used for the user store configuration with the <sid>adm user:

hdbuserstore set <key> <host>:<port> <database user> <password>

SnapCenter uses the <sid>adm user to communicate with the HANA database. Therefore, you must configure

the user store key by using the <`sid>adm` user on the database host. Typically, the SAP HANA hdbsql client

software is installed together with the database server installation. If this is not the case, you must install the

hdbclient first.

In an SAP HANA MDC setup, port 3<instanceNo>13 is the standard port for SQL access to the system

database and must be used in the hdbuserstore configuration.

For an SAP HANA multiple-host setup, you must configure user store keys for all hosts. SnapCenter tries to

connect to the database by using each of the provided keys and can therefore operate independently of a

failover of an SAP HANA service to a different host. In our lab setup, we configured a user store key for the

user pfxadm for our system PFX, which is a single host HANA MDC system with a single tenant.

pfxadm@hana-1:/usr/sap/PFX/home> hdbuserstore set PFXKEY hana-1:30013

SNAPCENTER <password>

Operation succeed.
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pfxadm@hana-1:/usr/sap/PFX/home> hdbuserstore list

DATA FILE       : /usr/sap/PFX/home/.hdb/hana-1/SSFS_HDB.DAT

KEY FILE        : /usr/sap/PFX/home/.hdb/hana-1/SSFS_HDB.KEY

ACTIVE RECORDS  : 7

DELETED RECORDS : 0

KEY PFXKEY

  ENV : hana-1:30013

  USER: SNAPCENTER

KEY PFXSAPDBCTRL

  ENV : hana-1:30013

  USER: SAPDBCTRL

Operation succeed.

You can check the access to the HANA system database that uses the key with the hdbsql command.

pfxadm@hana-1:/usr/sap/PFX/home> hdbsql -U PFXKEY

Welcome to the SAP HANA Database interactive terminal.

Type:  \h for help with commands

       \q to quit

hdbsql SYSTEMDB=>

Configure storage

Follow these steps to configure storage in SnapCenter.

1. In the SnapCenter UI, select Storage Systems.

You can select the storage system type, which can be ONTAP SVMs or ONTAP Clusters. In the following

example, SVM management is selected.
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2. To add a storage system and provide the required host name and credentials, click New.

The SVM user is not required to be the vsadmin user, as shown in the following figure. Typically, a user is

configured on the SVM and assigned the required permissions to execute backup and restore operations.

For information about required privileges, see SnapCenter Installation Guide in the section titled “Minimum

ONTAP privileges required”.

3. To configure the storage platform, click More Options.

4. Select All Flash FAS as the storage system to ensure that the license, which is part of FSx for ONTAP, is

available for SnapCenter.

The SVM sapcc-hana-svm is now configured in SnapCenter.
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Create credentials for plugin deployment

To enable SnapCenter to deploy the required plug-ins on the HANA hosts, you must configure user credentials.

1. Go to Settings, select Credentials, and click New.

2. In the lab setup, we configured a new user, snapcenter, on the HANA host that is used for the plug- in

deployment. You must enable sudo prvileges, as shown in the following figure.
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hana-1:/etc/sudoers.d # cat /etc/sudoers.d/90-cloud-init-users

# Created by cloud-init v. 20.2-8.48.1 on Mon, 14 Feb 2022 10:36:40 +0000

# User rules for ec2-user

ec2-user ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD:ALL

# User rules for snapcenter user

snapcenter ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD:ALL

hana-1:/etc/sudoers.d #

Add a SAP HANA host

When adding an SAP HANA host, SnapCenter deploys the required plug-ins on the database host and

executes auto discovery operations.

The SAP HANA plug-in requires Java 64-bit version 1.8. Java must be installed on the host before the host is

added to SnapCenter.

hana-1:/etc/ssh # java -version

openjdk version "1.8.0_312"

OpenJDK Runtime Environment (IcedTea 3.21.0) (build 1.8.0_312-b07 suse-

3.61.3-x86_64)

OpenJDK 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.312-b07, mixed mode)

hana-1:/etc/ssh #

OpenJDK or Oracle Java is supported with SnapCenter.

To add the SAP HANA host, follow these steps:

1. From the host tab, click Add.

2. Provide host information and select the SAP HANA plug-in to be installed. Click Submit.
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3. Confirm the fingerprint.

The installation of the HANA and the Linux plug-in starts automatically. When the installation is finished, the

status column of the host shows Configure VMware Plug-in. SnapCenter detects if the SAP HANA plug-in

is installed on a virtualized environment. This might be a VMware environment or an environment at a

public cloud provider. In this case, SnapCenter displays a warning to configure the hypervisor.

You can remove the warning message by using the following steps.

a. From the Settings tab, select Global Settings.

b. For the hypervisor settings, select VMs Have iSCSI Direct Attached Disks or NFS For All the Hosts and

update the settings.

The screen now shows the Linux plug-in and the HANA plug-in with the status Running.
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Configure policies

Policies are usually configured independently of the resource and can be used by multiple SAP HANA

databases.

A typical minimum configuration consists of the following policies:

• Policy for hourly backups without replication: LocalSnap.

• Policy for weekly block integrity check using a file-based backup: BlockIntegrityCheck.

The following sections describe the configuration of these policies.

Policy for Snapshot backups

Follow these steps to configure Snapshot backup policies.

1. Go to Settings > Policies and click New.

2. Enter the policy name and description. Click Next.

3. Select backup type as Snapshot Based and select Hourly for schedule frequency.

The schedule itself is configured later with the HANA resource protection configuration.
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4. Configure the retention settings for on-demand backups.

5. Configure the replication options. In this case, no SnapVault or SnapMirror update is selected.
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The new policy is now configured.

Policy for block integrity check

Follow these steps to configure the block integrity check policy.

1. Go to Settings > Policies and click New.

2. Enter the policy name and description. Click Next.

3. Set the backup type to File-Based and schedule frequency to Weekly. The schedule itself is configured

later with the HANA resource protection configuration.
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4. Configure the retention settings for on-demand backups.

5. On the Summary page, click Finish.
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Configure and protect a HANA resource

After the plug-in installation, the automatic discovery process of the HANA resource starts automatically. In the

Resources screen, a new resource is created, which is marked as locked with the red padlock icon. To

configure and protect the new HANA resource, follow these steps:

1. Select and click the resource to continue the configuration.

You can also trigger the automatic discovery process manually within the Resources screen by clicking

Refresh Resources.

2. Provide the userstore key for the HANA database.

The second level automatic discovery process starts in which tenant data and storage footprint information

is discovered.
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3. From the Resources tab, double click the resource to configure the resource protection.

4. Configure a custom name format for the Snapshot copy.

NetApp recommends using a custom Snapshot copy name to easily identify which backups have been

created with which policy and schedule type. By adding the schedule type in the Snapshot copy name, you

can distinguish between scheduled and on-demand backups. The schedule name string for on-demand

backups is empty, while scheduled backups include the string Hourly, Daily, or Weekly.

5. No specific setting needs to be made on the Application Settings page. Click Next.
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6. Select the policies to be added to the resource.

7. Define the schedule for the block integrity check policy.

In this example, it is set for once per week.
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8. Define the schedule for the local Snapshot policy.

In this example, it is set for every 6 hours.
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9. Provide information about the email notification.
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The HANA resource configuration is now completed, and you can execute backups.

Next: SnapCenter backup operations.

SnapCenter backup operations

Previous: SnapCenter configuration.

Create an on-demand Snapshot backup

Follow these steps to create on-demand Snapshot backups.

1. In the Resource view, select the resource and double-click the line to switch to the Topology view.

The Resource Topology view provides an overview of all available backups that have been created by

using SnapCenter. The top area of this view displays the backup topology showing the backups on the

primary storage (local copies) and, if available, on the off-site backup storage (vault copies).

2. In the top row, select the Back up Now icon to start an on-demand backup.
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3. From the drop-down list, select the backup policy LocalSnap, and then click Backup to start the on-

demand backup.
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A log of the previous five jobs is shown in the Activity area at the bottom of the Topology view.

4. The job details are shown when clicking the job’s activity line in the Activity area. You can open a detailed

job log by clicking View Logs
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When the backup is finished, a new entry is shown in the topology view. The backup names follow the

same naming convention as the Snapshot name defined in the section “Configure and protect a HANA

resource”.
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You must close and reopen the topology view to see the updated backup list.

In the SAP HANA backup catalog, the SnapCenter backup name is stored as a Comment field as well as

External Backup ID (EBID). This is shown in the following figure for the system database and in the

next figure for the tenant database PFX.
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On the FSx for ONTAP file system, you can list the Snapshot backups by connecting to the console of the

SVM.

sapcc-hana-svm::> snapshot show -volume PFX_data_mnt00001

---Blocks---

Vserver  Volume   Snapshot                                  Size Total%

Used%

-------- -------- ------------------------------------- -------- ------

-----

sapcc-hana-svm

         PFX_data_mnt00001

                  SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_02-22-

2022_12.08.54.4516

                                                         126.6MB     0%

2%

sapcc-hana-svm::>

Create an on-demand block integrity check operation

An on-demand block integrity check operation is executed in the same way as a Snapshot backup job, by

selecting the policy BlockIntegrityCheck. When scheduling backups using this policy, SnapCenter creates a

standard SAP HANA file backup for the system and tenant databases.
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SnapCenter does not display the block integrity check in the same manner as Snapshot copy-based backups.
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Instead, the summary card shows the number of file-based backups and the status of the previous backup.

The SAP HANA backup catalog shows entries for both the system and the tenant databases. The following

figures show the SnapCenter block integrity check in the backup catalog of the system and the tenant

database.
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A successful block integrity check creates standard SAP HANA data backup files. SnapCenter uses the

backup path that has been configured with the HANA database for file-based data backup operations.
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hana-1:~ # ls -al /backup/data/*

/backup/data/DB_PFX:

total 7665384

drwxr-xr-- 2 pfxadm sapsys       4096 Feb 22 12:56 .

drwxr-xr-x 4 pfxadm sapsys       4096 Feb 21 15:02 ..

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys     155648 Feb 21 15:02

COMPLETE_DATA_BACKUP_databackup_0_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys   83894272 Feb 21 15:02

COMPLETE_DATA_BACKUP_databackup_2_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys 3825213440 Feb 21 15:02

COMPLETE_DATA_BACKUP_databackup_3_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys     155648 Feb 22 12:55

SnapCenter_SnapCenter_hana-1_BlockIntegrityCheck_Weekly_02-22-

2022_12.55.18.7966_databackup_0_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys   83894272 Feb 22 12:55

SnapCenter_SnapCenter_hana-1_BlockIntegrityCheck_Weekly_02-22-

2022_12.55.18.7966_databackup_2_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys 3825213440 Feb 22 12:56

SnapCenter_SnapCenter_hana-1_BlockIntegrityCheck_Weekly_02-22-

2022_12.55.18.7966_databackup_3_1

/backup/data/SYSTEMDB:

total 7500880

drwxr-xr-- 2 pfxadm sapsys       4096 Feb 22 12:55 .

drwxr-xr-x 4 pfxadm sapsys       4096 Feb 21 15:02 ..

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys     159744 Feb 21 15:01

COMPLETE_DATA_BACKUP_databackup_0_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys 3825213440 Feb 21 15:02

COMPLETE_DATA_BACKUP_databackup_1_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys     159744 Feb 22 12:55

SnapCenter_SnapCenter_hana-1_BlockIntegrityCheck_Weekly_02-22-

2022_12.55.18.7966_databackup_0_1

-rw-r----- 1 pfxadm sapsys 3825213440 Feb 22 12:55

SnapCenter_SnapCenter_hana-1_BlockIntegrityCheck_Weekly_02-22-

2022_12.55.18.7966_databackup_1_1

hana-1:~ #

Next: Backup of non-data volumes.

Backup of non-data volumes

Previous: SnapCenter backup operations.

The backup of non-data volumes is an integrated part of the SnapCenter and the SAP HANA plug-in.

Protecting the database data volume is sufficient to restore and recover the SAP HANA database to a given

point in time, provided that the database installation resources, and the required logs are still available.
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To recover from situations where other non-data files must be restored, NetApp recommends developing an

additional backup strategy for non-data volumes to augment the SAP HANA database backup. Depending on

your specific requirements, the backup of non-data volumes might differ in scheduling frequency and retention

settings, and you should consider how frequently non-data files are changed. For instance, the HANA volume

/hana/shared contains executables but also SAP HANA trace files. While executables only change when

the SAP HANA database is upgraded, the SAP HANA trace files might need a higher backup frequency to

support analyzing problem situations with SAP HANA.

SnapCenter non-data volume backup enables Snapshot copies of all relevant volumes to be created in a few

seconds with the same space efficiency as SAP HANA database backups. The difference is that there is no

SQL communication with SAP HANA database required.

Configure non-data volume resources

Follow these steps to configure non-data volume resources:

1. From the Resources tab, select Non-Data-Volume and click Add SAP HANA Database.

2. In step one of the Add SAP HANA Database dialog, in the Resource Type list, select Non- data Volumes.

Specify a name for the resource and the associated SID and the SAP HANA plug-in host that you want to

use for the resource, then click Next.
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3. Add the SVM and the storage volume as storage footprint, then click Next.
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4. To save the settings, in the summary step, click Finish.
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The new non-data volume is now added to SnapCenter. Double click the new resource to execute the

resource protection.

The resource protection is done in the same way as described before with a HANA database resource.

5. You can now execute a backup by clicking on Backup Now.
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6. Select the policy and start the backup operation.

The SnapCenter job log shows the individual workflow steps.
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The new backup is now visible in the resource view of the non- data volume resource.
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Restore and recover

With SnapCenter, automated restore and recovery operations are supported for HANA single host MDC

systems with a single tenant. For multiple-host systems or MDC systems with multiple tenants, SnapCenter

only executes the restore operation and you must perform the recovery manually.

You can execute an automated restore and recovery operation with the following steps:

1. Select the backup to be used for the restore operation.

2. Select the restore type. Select Complete Restore with Volume Revert or without Volume Revert.

3. Select the recovery type from the following options:

◦ To most recent state

◦ Point in time

◦ To specific data backup

◦ No recovery

The selected recovery type is used for the recovery of the system and the tenant database.

Next, SnapCenter performs the following operations:

1. It stops the HANA database.

2. It restores the database. Depending on the selected restore type, different operations are executed.

◦ If Volume Revert is selected, then SnapCenter unmounts the volume, restores the volume by using

volume-based SnapRestore on the storage layer, and mounts the volume.

◦ If Volume Revert is not selected, then SnapCenter restores all files by using single file SnapRestore

operations on the storage layer.

3. It recovers the database:

a. By recovering the system database

b. recovering the tenant database

c. starting the HANA database

If No Recovery is selected, SnapCenter exits, and you must perform the restore operation for the

system and the tenant database manually.

To perform a manual restore operation, follow these steps:
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1. Select a backup in SnapCenter to be used for the restore operation.

2. Select the restore scope and type.

The standard scenario for HANA MDC single tenant systems is to use complete resource with volume

revert. For a HANA MDC system with multiple tenants, you might want to restore only a single tenant. For

more information about the single tenant restore, see Restore and recovery (netapp.com).
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3. Select Recovery Scope and provide the location for log backup and catalog backup.

SnapCenter uses the default path or the changed paths in the HANA global.ini file to prepopulate the log

and catalog backup locations.
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4. Enter the optional pre-restore commands.
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5. Enter the optional post-restore commands.
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6. To start the restore and recovery operation, click Finish.
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SnapCenter executes the restore and recovery operation. This example shows the job details of the

restore and recovery job.
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Next: Overview - Backup replication with SnapVault.
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Backup replication with SnapVault

Overview - Backup replication with SnapVault

Previous: Backup of non-data volumes.

In our lab setup, we use a second FSX for ONTAP file system in a second AWS availability zone to showcase

the backup replication for the HANA data volume.

As discussed in chapter “Data protection strategy”, the replication target must be a second FSx for ONTAP file

system in another availability zone to be protected from a failure of the primary FSx for ONTAP file system.

Also, the HANA shared volume should be replicated to the secondary FSx for ONTAP file system.

Overview of configuration steps

There are a couple of configuration steps that you must execute on the FSx for ONTAP layer. You can do this

either with NetApp Cloud Manager or the FSx for ONTAP command line.

1. Peer FSx for ONTAP file systems. FSx for ONTAP file systems must be peered to allow replication

between each other.

2. Peer SVMs. SVMs must be peered to allow replication between each other.

3. Create a target volume. Create a volume at the target SVM with volume type DP. Type DP is required to be

used as a replication target volume.

4. Create a SnapMirror policy. This is used to create a policy for replication with type vault.

a. Add a rule to policy. The rule contains the SnapMirror label and the retention for backups at the

secondary site. You must configure the same SnapMirror label later in the SnapCenter policy so that

SnapCenter creates Snapshot backups at the source volume containing this label.

5. Create a SnapMirror relationship. Defines the replication relationship between the source and target

volume and attaches a policy.

6. Initialize SnapMirror. This starts the initial replication in which the complete source data is transferred to the

target volume.
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When volume replication configuration is complete, you must configure the backup replication in SnapCenter

as follows:

1. Add the target SVM to SnapCenter.

2. Create a new SnapCenter policy for Snapshot backup and SnapVault replication.

3. Add the policy to HANA resource protection.

4. You can now execute backups with the new policy.

The following chapters describe the individual steps in more detail.

Next: Configure replication relationships on FSx for ONTAP file systems.

Configure replication relationships on FSx for ONTAP file systems

Previous: Overview - Backup replication with SnapVault.

You can find additional information about SnapMirror configuration options in the ONTAP documentation at

SnapMirror replication workflow (netapp.com).

• Source FSx for ONTAP file system: FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb

• Source SVM: sapcc-hana-svm

• Target FSx for ONTAP file system: FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e

• Target SVM: sapcc-backup-target-zone5

Peer FSx for ONTAP file systems

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::> network interface show -role intercluster

            Logical    Status     Network            Current       Current

Is

Vserver     Interface  Admin/Oper Address/Mask       Node          Port

Home

----------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ ------------- -------

----

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb

            inter_1      up/up    10.1.1.57/24

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb-01

                                                                   e0e

true

            inter_2      up/up    10.1.2.7/24

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb-02

                                                                   e0e

true

2 entries were displayed.
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FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> network interface show -role intercluster

            Logical    Status     Network            Current       Current

Is

Vserver     Interface  Admin/Oper Address/Mask       Node          Port

Home

----------- ---------- ---------- ------------------ ------------- -------

----

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e

            inter_1      up/up    10.1.2.144/24

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e-01

                                                                   e0e

true

            inter_2      up/up    10.1.2.69/24

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e-02

                                                                   e0e

true

2 entries were displayed.

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> cluster peer create -address-family ipv4 -peer

-addrs 10.1.1.57, 10.1.2.7

Notice: Use a generated passphrase or choose a passphrase of 8 or more

characters. To ensure the authenticity of the peering relationship, use a

phrase or sequence of characters that would be hard to guess.

Enter the passphrase:

Confirm the passphrase:

Notice: Now use the same passphrase in the "cluster peer create" command

in the other cluster.

peer-addrs are cluster IPs of the destination cluster.
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FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::>  cluster peer create -address-family ipv4 -peer

-addrs  10.1.2.144, 10.1.2.69

Notice: Use a generated passphrase or choose a passphrase of 8 or more

characters. To ensure the authenticity of the peering relationship, use a

        phrase or sequence of characters that would be hard to guess.

Enter the passphrase:

Confirm the passphrase:

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::>

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::> cluster peer show

Peer Cluster Name         Cluster Serial Number Availability

Authentication

------------------------- --------------------- --------------

--------------

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e    1-80-000011           Available      ok

Peer SVMs

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> vserver peer create -vserver sapcc-backup-

target-zone5 -peer-vserver sapcc-hana-svm -peer-cluster

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb -applications snapmirror

Info: [Job 41] 'vserver peer create' job queued

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::> vserver peer accept -vserver sapcc-hana-svm

-peer-vserver sapcc-backup-target-zone5

Info: [Job 960] 'vserver peer accept' job queued

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> vserver peer show

            Peer        Peer                           Peering

Remote

Vserver     Vserver     State        Peer Cluster      Applications

Vserver

----------- ----------- ------------ ----------------- --------------

---------

sapcc-backup-target-zone5

            peer-source-cluster

                        peered       FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb

                                                       snapmirror

sapcc-hana-svm
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Create a target volume

You must create the target volume with the type DP to flag it as a replication target.

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> volume create -vserver sapcc-backup-target-zone5

-volume PFX_data_mnt00001 -aggregate aggr1 -size 100GB -state online

-policy default -type DP -autosize-mode grow_shrink -snapshot-policy none

-foreground true -tiering-policy all -anti-ransomware-state disabled

[Job 42] Job succeeded: Successful

Create a SnapMirror policy

The SnapMirror policy and the added rule define the retention and the Snapmirror label to identify Snapshots

that should be replicated. When creating the SnapCenter policy later, you must use the same label.

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapmirror policy create -policy snapcenter-

policy -tries 8 -transfer-priority normal -ignore-atime false -restart

always -type vault -vserver sapcc-backup-target-zone5

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapmirror policy add-rule -vserver sapcc-

backup-target-zone5  -policy snapcenter-policy -snapmirror-label

snapcenter -keep 14

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::> snapmirror policy showVserver Policy

Policy Number         Transfer

Name    Name               Type   Of Rules Tries Priority Comment

------- ------------------ ------ -------- ----- -------- ----------

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb

        snapcenter-policy  vault         1     8  normal  -

  SnapMirror Label: snapcenter                         Keep:      14

                                                 Total Keep:      14

Create SnapMirror relationship

Now the relation between the source and target volume is defined as well as the type XDP and the policy we

created earlier.
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FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapmirror create -source-path sapcc-hana-

svm:PFX_data_mnt00001 -destination-path sapcc-backup-target-

zone5:PFX_data_mnt00001 -vserver sapcc-backup-target-zone5 -throttle

unlimited -identity-preserve false -type XDP -policy snapcenter-policy

Operation succeeded: snapmirror create for the relationship with

destination "sapcc-backup-target-zone5:PFX_data_mnt00001".

Initialize SnapMirror

With this command, the initial replication starts. This is a full transfer of all data from the source volume to the

target volume.

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapmirror initialize -destination-path sapcc-

backup-target-zone5:PFX_data_mnt00001 -source-path sapcc-hana-

svm:PFX_data_mnt00001

Operation is queued: snapmirror initialize of destination "sapcc-backup-

target-zone5:PFX_data_mnt00001".

You can check the status of the replication with the snapmirror show command.

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapmirror show

 

Progress

Source            Destination Mirror  Relationship   Total

Last

Path        Type  Path        State   Status         Progress  Healthy

Updated

----------- ---- ------------ ------- -------------- --------- -------

--------

sapcc-hana-svm:PFX_data_mnt00001

            XDP  sapcc-backup-target-zone5:PFX_data_mnt00001

                              Uninitialized

                                      Transferring   1009MB    true

02/24 12:34:28
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FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapmirror show

 

Progress

Source            Destination Mirror  Relationship   Total

Last

Path        Type  Path        State   Status         Progress  Healthy

Updated

----------- ---- ------------ ------- -------------- --------- -------

--------

sapcc-hana-svm:PFX_data_mnt00001

            XDP  sapcc-backup-target-zone5:PFX_data_mnt00001

                              Snapmirrored

                                      Idle           -         true    -

Next: Add a backup SVM to SnapCenter.

Add a backup SVM to SnapCenter

Previous: Configure replication relationships on FSx for ONTAP file systems.

To add a backup SVM to SnapCenter, follow these steps:

1. Configure the SVM where the SnapVault target volume is located in SnapCenter.

2. On the More Options window, select All Flash FAS as the platform and select Secondary.
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The SVM is now available in SnapCenter.

Next: Create a new SnapCenter policy for backup replication.

Create a new SnapCenter policy for backup replication

Previous: Add a backup SVM to SnapCenter.

You must configure a policy for the backup replication as follows:

1. Provide a name for the policy.

2. Select Snapshot backup and a schedule frequency. Daily is typically used for backup replication.
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3. Select the retention for the Snapshot backups.

This is the retention for the daily Snapshot backups taken at the primary storage. The retention for

secondary backups at the SnapVault target has already been configured previously using the add rule

command at the ONTAP level. See “Configure replication relationships on FSx for ONTAP file systems”

(xref).

4. Select the Update SnapVault field and provide a custom label.

This label must match the SnapMirror label provided in the add rule command at ONTAP level.
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The new SnapCenter policy is now configured.

Next: Add a policy to resource protection.

Add a policy to resource protection

Previous: Create a new SnapCenter policy for backup replication.

You must add the new policy to the HANA resource protection configuration, as shown in the following figure.
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A daily schedule is defined in our setup.

Next: Create a backup with replication.

Create a backup with replication

Previous: Add a policy to resource protection.

A backup is created in the same way as with a local Snapshot copy.

To create a backup with replication, select the policy that includes the backup replication and click Backup.
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Within the SnapCenter job log, you can see the Secondary Update step, which initiates a SnapVault update

operation. Replication changed blocks from the source volume to the target volume.
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On the FSx for ONTAP file system, a Snapshot on the source volume is created using the SnapMirror label,
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snapcenter, as configured in the SnapCenter policy.

FsxId00fa9e3c784b6abbb::> snapshot show -vserver sapcc-hana-svm -volume

PFX_data_mnt00001 -fields snapmirror-label

vserver        volume            snapshot

snapmirror-label

-------------- -----------------

-----------------------------------------------------------

----------------

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_03-31-

2022_13.10.26.5482 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_03-31-

2022_14.00.05.2023 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_04-05-

2022_08.00.06.3380 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_04-05-

2022_14.00.01.6482 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_04-14-

2022_20.00.05.0316 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_04-28-

2022_08.00.06.3629 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-1_LocalSnap_Hourly_04-28-

2022_14.00.01.7275 -

sapcc-hana-svm PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-

1_LocalSnapAndSnapVault_Daily_04-28-2022_16.21.41.5853

 

snapcenter

8 entries were displayed.

At the target volume, a Snapshot copy with the same name is created.

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::> snapshot show -vserver sapcc-backup-target-zone5

-volume PFX_data_mnt00001 -fields snapmirror-label

vserver                   volume            snapshot

snapmirror-label

------------------------- -----------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------

sapcc-backup-target-zone5 PFX_data_mnt00001 SnapCenter_hana-

1_LocalSnapAndSnapVault_Daily_04-28-2022_16.21.41.5853 snapcenter

FsxId05f7f00af49dc7a3e::>

The new Snapshot backup is also listed in the HANA backup catalog.
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In SnapCenter, you can list the replicated backups by clicking Vault Copies in the topology view.

Next: Restore and recover from secondary storage.

Restore and recover from secondary storage

Previous: Create a backup with replication.

To restore and recover from secondary storage, follow these steps:

To retrieve the list of all the backups on the secondary storage, in the SnapCenter Topology view, click Vault

Copies, then select a backup and click Restore.

The restore dialog shows the secondary locations.
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Further restore and recovery steps are identical to those previously covered for a Snapshot backup at the

primary storage.

Next: Where to find additional information and version history.

Where to find additional information

Previous: Restore and recover from secondary storage.

To learn more about the information that is described in this document, review the following documents and/or

websites:

• FSx for NetApp ONTAP user guide — What is Amazon FSx for NetApp ONTAP?
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https://docs.aws.amazon.com/fsx/latest/ONTAPGuide/what-is-fsx-ontap.html

• SnapCenter resources page

https://www.netapp.com/us/documentation/snapcenter-software.aspx

• SnapCenter Software documentation

https://docs.netapp.com/us-en/snapcenter/index.html

• TR-4667: Automating SAP HANA System Copy and Clone Operations with SnapCenter

https://www.netapp.com/pdf.html?item=/media/17111-tr4667.pdf

• TR-4719: SAP HANA System Replication — Backup and Recovery with SnapCenter

https://docs.netapp.com/us-en/netapp-solutions-sap/backup/saphana-sr-scs-sap-hana-system-replication-

overview.html

Version history

Version Date Document version history

Version 1.0 May 2022 Initial release.
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